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EDITORIAL
Movement on the world market –
we are customer-driven
Availability is the keyword for a functioning economy. We at MAITEC are fully committed to
availability. We represent our manufacturing plants, thereby enabling best possible access
to material in the most diverse segments of our product range. Due to increases in the costs
of primary materials, there is currently also a lot of movement in the pricing of individual
components and parts.
We pass on each of these developments – upwards and downwards – 1:1 to our customers
transparently, with a detailed breakdown and in a spirit of partnership.

We are your warehousing service provider –
for your value creation
Only those who deliver can create added value! For this reason, we have been working for
quite some time on the continuous further development of our service and storage capacities.
With further expansion of our warehouse capacities in Germany and Austria, we have taken
a decisive step towards securing our acknowledged high delivery reliability,and we will
provide further impetus in future.

The aquanale in Cologne – we’ll be there!
As an indispensable hub for product innovations, concrete business opportunities and networking,
the aquanale in Cologne is one of the largest global marketplaces for our industry. We’ll be there
for you in Hall 7.1, stand D001, presenting swimming pool technology and water treatment for
the private swimming pool sector, for natural pools and public pool construction.

Manuel L. Mair & Lothar Mair

Daniela Buchheim
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INTERNAL
Our
performance promise
MAITEC is a full-service logistics company
for system products in piping technology for pool
and pond construction and in irrigation and pump
technology. As an official representative with direct
connection to the production facilities of our
manufacturers, we offer a selected
range at factory prices.
In addition, we are expanding our
services in warehousing and our
product range with product-related
consultation, application engineering support, customer service and
services for dealers and installers.
In this way, we combine manufacturing
expertise with the concrete application.

Trade fair discount for
new customers and
existing customers:
Just scan the QR code with your
mobile phone and take advantage
of the MAITEC trade fair discount!
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INTERNAL
Sales team for
Austria, Germany and Switzerland
Lothar Mair

Martina Mair

Company founder,

Entrepreneur with passion,

entrepreneur, over 40 years
of experience and enjoyment
of his work. In his spare time
he enjoys maintaining and
caring for his classic cars.

office management, Switzerland coordination and customs,
technical draughtswoman and
office administrator, enjoys spending time with her granddaughter.

Daniela Buchheim

Markus Laube

Branch Manager DE, is deeply

Wholesale trader with

rooted in the pool and landscaping industry. She loves
working with people and
getting into conversation
with them.

more than 25 years’ experience in piping and fittings
technology; sales and purchasing
for DE; he explores IT solutions
in his spare time as well.

Renate Koger

Harald Kaiser

Sales Office, wholesale

Key Account AT, with

trader, with experience
in order processing under
high pressure and fistball
trainer with a passion.

many years in freight
forwarding and considerable
experience at a well-known
wholesale trading company.

Our delivery service – agile, individual and flexible,
just like everything else at MAITEC
Planning, process optimisation and perfection

the maximum possible availability of our

in service – these are key elements of our daily

products. We are MAITEC. We keep things

work for us. But we are fully aware that our cus-

running smoothly for you.

tomers' projects can sometimes run completely
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differently. For this reason, we create scope for

There are few things that are as important to our

flexibility in our delivery. With our own vehi-

customers as reliability in their daily activities

cle fleet and together with specialist transport

and customer-oriented service. We want to

companies, we combine our own resources and

live up to these expectations and have made a

external logistics service providers into a reliable

point of giving our all day after day to make our

whole. That is active responsibility for every

customers successful. We take responsibility for

order. In this way, we ensure the reliable supply

every order and ensure a reliable supply of

of materials and components and guarantee you

materials and components. With our direct

INTERNAL
Anja Hörndler

Alex Zoder

Supervision of the special-

Landscaping expert: from

ists in the professional shop;

site manager to consultant

growing up in a plumbing

for professionals in the green

business, she practically

industry; at weekends to be seen

inherited her expertise; she
enjoys spending her spare time

with his dog in the mountains
or by the lake.

in the saddle.

Bernhard Mair

Manuel L. Mair

Mechanical engineer,

Sales manager with a

service manager and

passion for practical

passionate technician with

solutions, from agricultural

good sales genes, loves

technology to fire-fighting

hunting, a passion he shares
with his wife.

vehicles; in his spare time,
he drives his family around in
motorised vehicles of all kinds.

access to the manufacturers'
plants, we keep things moving,
just as we do with our vehicle
fleet and our own in-house service
workshop.
So that our customers are
successful together with us.

The MAITEC delivery service, also
for Germany, with our own fleet
and cooperation with specialist
transport companies!
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INTERVIEW
“MAITEC is simply a perfect fit
with Topras”
Connect: Mr Gunst, thank you very much for

the industry and thereby also more satisfied and

taking the time for an interview, especially on

safe end customers.

this very special occasion: Topras was founded
twenty years ago today.

But even though you were already very well

Johannes Gunst: Yes, you’re right! We were talking

networked in the industry at that time, how do

about that just now. It's unbelievable how fast

you start something like that? How do you get

time flies.

the first swimming pool builders to take part?
I specifically sought out successful swimming

Tell us something about the early days.

pool builders in Germany and went to them.

How did it all begin? What gave you the idea

My advantage was, of course, that they knew me.

to start an interest group?

Nevertheless, I wasn't successful with everyone.

I was always well connected in the industry, I was

Some feared a dependent relationship. But com-

an authorised signatory at the then market leader

panies that think entrepreneurially through and

in water treatment and I held seminars for swim-

through understood the concept very quickly.

ming pool builders and architects. So I naturally
knew all about the industry. The problem is: there

What is the essence of the Topras concept?

are no training guidelines for swimming pool

You see, there are around 25 associations in Eu-

builders anywhere in Europe. It is in effect an am-

rope, and 24 of them are pure purchasing cooper-

ateur industry. Even though up to 14 trades are in-

atives. For me, there has always been a lot more to

volved in a swimming pool, there is no vocational

it. And then there is a fundamental principle with

school or chamber of trade. That's why I conducted

Topras: We don't want to pull anyone over a barrel

these training courses, in order to build up skills

– no manufacturer, no swimming pool builder,

and reduce the number of complaints as well. And

no network partner, no one. In every cooperation,

to further this concept, I always invited manufac-

everyone involved should be able to benefit from

turers to the seminars. So in the year 2000 I was

it. We live by the win-win principle every day. And

asked to build a “roof” over it. And that was the

that's why, for me, the most important criterion for

decisive stimulus for Topras. Topras was founded

accepting a new member or partner is that it feels

as an umbrella and developed as a multi-layered

right at the interpersonal level. You can solve

network. Our goal is to get more know-how into

any technical problem, you can fix any formal
or technical error, but you cannot change the
character of a person. It’s an often forgotten fact
that business is always done between people.

“It was our declared goal from
the outset to built up expertise.
We want the top quality in the
implementation, and hence
more satisfied end customers."
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INTERVIEW

And how do you assess the
professional component?
We have developed many instruments for
this. Today we have the advantage that our
selected swimming pool builders – because
in the meantime we have far more applicants
than we want to take on and we can choose our
members very specifically – have mastered the
technology and also have manufacturers who
develop high-quality products. Our quality stand-

“MAITEC as a family business fits
perfectly into our network.”

ards mean that manufacturers want to manufac-

can handle such projects. Or

ture products under the name Topras! We have

another example: When frost

achieved this because only trained specialist com-

prevents work in some areas and

panies install these products. In addition, we have

the season is still in full swing in

a technical committee that meets several times a

Mallorca, we also organise labour

year and not only reviews various product develop-

within our association, with the advan-

ments, but also purposefully observes the market

tage that they are all trained in the same products.

and identifies future demand. We are always up to

Engineers can then start immediately without any

date – both in terms of technology and in terms of

familiarisation time.

our customers' wishes.
And how do you solve in concrete terms the
Overall, Topras stands for a very broad range

very different purchasing power, even within

of products. How have you succeeded in

Germany, with basic territorial protection?

preventing jealousy between the members?

In Berlin there will be a different purchasing

That is indeed not an easy task in associations –

power than in Saxony ...

but I can tell you quite honestly: Jealousy has

On the one hand, as I said, we mediate within the

never been and will never be an issue at Topras.

association. Then we also bring in specialists for

Why? For one thing, we look at people very closely.

very different topics for our training courses. These

If someone is an egoist or an elbower, then they

can also be sales seminars! And if a company in

have no place in Topras. Neither as a manufacturer

a region possibly finds itself in a weaker position,

nor as a member. I look for people with respect,

then we try to compensate for that with knowledge

on equal terms, with a sense of the common good.

and very specific support. And so smaller dealers in

Because they are the ones who really make up our

Topras learn from the bigger ones and become

family structure. Everyone with us knows that they

premium dealers themselves. We don’t have

can achieve more by working together than alone.

jealousy in our culture. We work with one another,

I’ll give you an example: If a hotel approaches us,

not against each other. And when you attend the

then a regional swimming pool builder may be

annual conference, you can feel this community

too small for the job. But in South Tyrol we have a

spirit. More than 200 managers come together and

specialist for such projects, the Hofer Group. Then

it can be so emotional that tears flow or people

we bring the two together, the regional provider

spontaneously start clapping. When you see that,

on site, who is also responsible for after-sales

you will be perplexed that something like that can

support, and the South Tyrolean company who

exist in the business world at all!

>>
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INTERVIEW

>>

It's hard to

imagine, I agree,

asked about order clarity or true costs. MAITEC is
simply a perfect fit for us.

but I have to tell you,
I can feel it a little bit
from your dedicated and
enthusiastic manner alone.
The Gunst family shapes
the German swimming
pool industry like hardly
any other: Paulina,
Johannes and Ursula Gunst
(from left to right)

What else is particularly
important to you?
Now this may sound a bit like a
sworn religious community. We are a
sworn community, but not a religious
one. We have very clear and formal

guidelines. And it is also important for me
to emphasise that Topras is not a one-man

How does the generation issue make itself felt
in Topras?
Here, too, we are already thinking ahead, and we
have heralded the generation change with "Topras
Connect". The next generation is sitting there
together – manufacturers, dealers, technicians –
and carrying our community into the future. The
young members will no longer do a lot of things
the way we did them, they will do some new
things and develop the network in a new direction.
But there is one thing I am already absolutely

show. We have an industry club that monitors

convinced about: The younger generation will not

manufacturers and assesses them based on clear

change our fundamental orientation. Because that

criteria. A democratic process decides who is in.

is what Topras is all about, that people are para-

And for the manufacturers, Topras is a popular

mount. The product, the technology, the business is

customer – not only because of the purchasing

one thing – the people are the other. And they are

volume, but also because of the positive knock-on

what ultimately counts.

effects it can achieve with Topras. This also leads to
the industry giving preference to Topras orders in

Thank you very much

the event of a bottleneck.

for the interview.

You also give awards to suppliers, including
MAITEC, for these formal criteria. What in your
opinion makes MAITEC so special?
MAITEC is a respected, large company and enjoys
great trust among our dealers. This not only has to
do with affection; it goes far beyond the products.
MAITEC has the right understanding for the needs
of our members. And everyone is treated equally. If
a special situation arises, a solution is sought for it,
special transport is organised and no questions are
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INTERVIEW
“I can’t remember a time
without Topras”
Connect: We’ve just had a long conversation

more acute. But all this has much to do with

with your father, and the topic of the next gener-

knowledge and know-how. And that's where we

ation naturally came up as well.

can contribute again with Topras.

What does Topras mean to you as a representative of the next generation?

Do you sometimes also feel it as a burden to

Paulina Gunst: I can't remember a time when To-

continue such a successful project as Topras?

pras didn't exist. When I came home from school,

Of course, I would be lying if I said it wasn't a

there were always people from Topras there. I just

challenge! I am very proud of what my father

grew into it. I've been attending the conferences

has built up. I grew up in this company and

since I was 15 years old. And this familiarity, this

know many of the tasks at first hand. That's why

emotional closeness – despite the size – is electri-

I'm sure I'll be able to meet these challenges. And

fying! Particularly when you remember that it's

the handover will also be easier, because it won't

basically competitors coming together.

happen overnight; the transition will be smooth.
In any case, I will try to approach the matter

That's exactly what I asked your father – how

with just as much heart.

does it work?
I can say that at Topras, everyone in the network

Are there areas where you say I want to do

helps one another. We pick and choose the people

that completely differently?

who suit us. If one of our fitters becomes ill, anoth-

No, on the whole it will be a continuum.

er member will make people available. We simply

But it will be my generation’s task to

ensure that the job can be done. And it doesn't

keep Topras modern. At the moment,

matter whether someone has sales of 100,000

I want to get to know the people

euros or a million. If someone deserves an award

behind the companies better,

for their work or their performance, then everyone

including the next generation.

applauds and is happy. And it was clear to me from
a very early stage: I want to be there, I want to be

The interpersonal aspect

part of it.

is obviously not just a
platitude at Topras ...

Where do you see the challenges of the future?

Absolutely not!

The future as a whole will bring many challenges.

Technology can

For me, it is important to develop the network fur-

be learned,

ther and consolidate the character of Topras. And

quality can be

then, of course, we have to face the pressing issues:

improved, but

environment, water scarcity, raw materials. And

we have to take

something that concerns all of us is that the social

people as they are. And working with

divide is widening.

these people gives me great pleasure.

Do you think that swimming pools will be

Thank you very much

viewed differently and more critically in future?

for the interview.

"I am thrilled and fascinated
by the human and emotional
closeness that is part of daily
life in our network."

It is already the case that some people see a swimming pool as an environmental burden. And naturally the issue of water scarcity will also become
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PRODUCT
LUXURY

BL
L

Luxury BLACK

K

Elegance in the pool:
High-quality, black, exquisite
Pooling – that is not just an exclusive water experience at home,
it’s also an expression of an individual lifestyle. Customers looking
for something special and wanting to underline the exclusive
design of their pool with a design statement can discover that
the highest quality has a special colour with the Luxury BLACK
product line.
Black makes the difference.
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Luxury BLACK bottom net, deep

Luxury BLACK leaf net, shallow

Luxury BLACK pool bottom cleaner Deluxe

Art. no. 0181086M

Art. no. 0181087M

Art. no. 0181088M

Luxury BLACK telescopic handle – extra strong

Luxury BLACK brush

Art. no. 0181168M

Art. no. 0181089M

PRODUCT
Inverter heat pump
• High-quality, luxurious product design
• The latest stepless inverter technology
• Titanium spiral heat exchanger for salt water
• Optimised for a longer bathing season
• Only 39 dB in smart mode
• Above-average COP value
• Fits perfectly into modern architecture

Luxury BLACK Inverter heat pump
Art. no.

Type

Voltage

Output

Output with ambient
air 15°C / water 26°C

Pool size up to

7008470M

Inverter i14

230 V

14 kW

9.5

60 m3

7008471M

Inverter i16

230 V

16 kW

11.2

70 m3

7008472M

Inverter i20

230 V

20 kW

15

85 m3

Luxury BLACK Inverter Vertical heat pump
Voltage

Output

Output with ambient
air 15°C / water 26°C

Pool size up to

7008475M Inverter iV26

400 V

26 kW

18

120 m3

7008476M Inverter iV30

400 V

30 kW

22

132 m3

Voltage

Output

Output with ambient
air 15°C / water 26°C

Pool size up to

7008480M Inverter Z11

230 V

11 kW

7.9

60 m3

7008481M Inverter Z14

230 V

14 kW

9.5

66 m3

7008482M Inverter Z17

230 V

17 kW

11.2

85 m3

Art. no.

Type

Element Black Inverter heat pump
Art. no.

Type
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PRODUCT
The essence of
perfect water treatment
In swimming pool technology, the interplay between the various components determines
whether a system works or not. For this reason, we test intensively at MAITEC before we add
new products to our range. And we are completely convinced by one of these
Managing Director
Dominik Graf

quality products: AFM® Activated Filter Media from our manufacturer,
Dryden Aqua, with its production plants in Switzerland.

AFM® from Dryden Aqua:
Top performance for perfect water quality
Made from recycled glass, AFM® glass is first washed, disinfected and
colour-selected in a quality-controlled process. The pre-treated glass is
then crushed and sieved to the appropriate particle size. In a third step,
AFM® undergoes special treatment in a 3-stage activation process.
In this process, the glass surface is massively enlarged and the surface structure
is refined in a special way to enhance the adsorption properties.

How exactly does AFM® work?
AFM® is bioresistant and its special surface properties prevent
bacteria from adhering to it and developing into a harmful biofilm. In practice, AFM® stands
for maximum filtration performance and prevents unpleasant chlorine odour caused by
trichloramine.
In addition, this unique medium filters significantly better due to filter sharpnesses of 1 micron.
More substances are filtered out thanks to its hydrophobic surface.
This allows the use of less chlorine.

Satisfied customers confirm what our tests say:
AFM® is the most powerful filter material for private and public swimming pools
The material is ideal for large aquariums and fish farming
AFM® reproduces perfect results in drinking water and wastewater treatment

“In conjunction with high-quality filter vessels, AFM® takes water
treatment to a new level: That is topperformance and safety for
the highest water quality."
Manuel L. Mair
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Bogen S.G. 90º
Bends 90º female/female
Curvas a 90º fêmea/fêmea

PRODUCT
Maitec Art.#

Plimat Art.#

d

D

I

Z

Gr

Quant

20

30

56

40

39

B 80

0110177

01 05 1159 020

25

36

67,5

48,5

63

B 45

0110178

01 05 1159 025

32

43

81

58,5

105

B 25

0110179

01 05 1159 032

143

C 50

0110180

01 05 1159 040

106.5bar80
40 up48
PVC fittings for pipes
to 16
50

63

131

100

300

C 25

0110181

01 05 1159 050

63

76

164

126

508

C 14

0110182

01 05 1159 063

75

90

194

150

835

C

8

0110183

01 05 1159 075

232

180

1411

C

4

0110184

01 05 1159 090

220

2500

E

4

0110185

01 05 1159 110

These important products for the pipework in pool
and pond construction, for industrial applications

and for fishkeeping offer optimum water hydraulics
108
90
with the highest resistance to chemicals
for

132
11016 bar
281.5
suction and pressure lines up to
thanks
to

their elongated curves. In order to optimise the key
product characteristics, our technicians have further
enhanced and redesigned the range. In use, PVC fittings
therefore offer even more benefits for the installer.
• Optimised, calculated radius and cross-section
• 2-fold usable adhesive connections for inside and outside
• Available in diameters from 20 to 110 mm

Cleaner and Glue forTechnische
PVC Änderungen
pipes und Druckfehler vorbehalten.
Subject to technical modification. Misprint reserved.

After degreasing with the cleaner, the fittings, valves, pipes – all components –
are thickly coated with glue and then joined together. This provides a high final strength
after the defined curing time.
Caution: The PVC cleaner cannot be used as a thinner for the adhesive!

MAITEC PVC Cleaner
Art. no.

Contents

0147066M

0.250 litre

0147067M

0.500 litre

0147068M

1 litre

MAITEC PVC Glue
Art. no.

Contents

with brush

0147064M

0.125 litre

Tube

0147061M

0.250 litre

✓

0147062M

0.500 litre

✓

0147063M

1 litre

✓
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PRODUCT
New 2-way and 3-way rotary valve
made from UV-resistant ABS/ASA material
The right product for the right application: Our ABS valves are ideal for use in swimming pool and
natural pool technology, because the large sight glass makes it possible to identify contamination
of the spring-loaded check valve immediately, and an easily detachable cap nut makes cleaning
quick and efficient.
The large handle of the shut-off valves is the practical implementation of the slogan "easy handling",
because here too, thanks to the cap nut, the valve seat can be inspected and cleaned quickly and
easily. Smart solutions don't always need to be expensive! This is the principle we follow in the
interests of our customers. MAITEC is therefore constantly interested in enabling new possibilities
for your application.

PVC/ABS Check valve (transparent, spring-loaded)
Art. no.

Pressure

Connection

A (mm)

B (mm)

C (mm)

7012306

PN4

50 mm

Ø50

115

164

7012307

PN4

63 mm

Ø63

129

190

B
A

C

PVC/ABS 2-way valve with lock
Art. no.

Pressure

Connection

A (mm)

B (mm)

C (mm)

7012325M

PN4

50 mm

Ø50

149

164

7012326M

PN4

63 mm

Ø63

161

190

B
A

C

PVC/ABS 3-way T-valve with lock
Art. no.

Pressure

Connection

A (mm)

B (mm)

C (mm)

7012308

PN4

50 mm

Ø50

149

164

7012309

PN4

63 mm

Ø63

161

190
A

B

C
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INTERVIEW
Interview with Marcel Kreitl, President of GALABAU Verband Österreich

Because only reliability really counts
The pool industry is booming like seldom before. The market is very crowded. The
abundance of suppliers in the pool technology sector is broad and deep. Suppliers outdo
each other with superlatives in competence, quality and service. In an interview with
Marcel Kreitl, President of GALABAU Verband Österreich, the Austrian gardening and
landscaping association, we take a look behind the scenes of current events in the market.
Mr Kreitl, as president of Austria's largest um-

How important is it for an association

brella organisation in the green sector, you rep-

such as GALABAU Verband Österreich that

resent the interests of several hundred member

manufacturers, service-oriented,

companies. Where do these businesses set their

stock-holding specialist companies,

passed on down the entire supply chain, thereby

"Availability is the be-all and
end-all for the whole economy.
users and installers network with each
The Covid pandemic has
other?
brought that home to us,”
If you as a gardening and landscaping compasays Marcel Kreitl,
President of GALABAU
ny do not know what is available on the market,
Verband Austria.
you cannot offer it and create value from it.

reaching every supplier. It is the gardening and

Conversely, this also means that the manufac-

landscaping companies where all the issues come

turers must have information about the product

together, often at very short notice. Suppliers who

wishes. If the network does not work, then the

manage to achieve short delivery times in addition

market will not be served.

bar for highly qualified specialist companies?
The demand is there and the order books of our
member companies are full. The pressure to meet
deadlines is correspondingly high. This pressure is

to having a large selection are at the top of the installers' list. When exceptional technical expertise

Mr Kreitl, please give us a spontaneous answer

is added to this, we have the complete profile.

to the following 'word-rap': Large corporation
or family business as a supplier – who do you

Is it true that not all wholesalers can keep the

prefer to work with?

promises they make themselves? Where do

It doesn't matter – it's all about the product and

wishes and reality diverge?

the service.

If there is a problem somewhere in the supply
chain, suppliers cannot keep their promises. Site

Online shop & co.: Does wholesaling in pool

organisation becomes difficult and delays are

technology work at all without consultation?

inevitable. For this reason, we rely on specialist

In my opinion, face-to-face is the best way and also

companies that have a strong position with their

makes sense in the long term. Smarter purchasing

own suppliers, because they have close contacts

– how does that work? Individual components or

with the manufacturing plants.

system solutions from a single source? The trend
is clearly towards systems. Set purchasing – that's

What lessons have the GALABAU member com-

the solution.

panies learned from the Covid pandemic as far as
cooperation with suppliers is concerned?

And now another topic that fits in with

Availability is the be-all and end-all. If you don't have

sustainability: Would you buy durable

material, you can't deliver, and if we don't have materi-

products that can be repaired or the opposite?

al, then our work stops. Therefore, in future, we will work

Here it is quite clear to us gardeners and landscap-

even more closely with proven companies that were

ers that preference is being given to high-quality

able to be reliable and deliver even "during the crisis".

and long-lasting products.
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FROM PROFESSIONALS.
FOR PROFESSIONALS.

Visit us at the
aquanale in Cologne.
You’ll find us in Hall 7.1
on stand D001.

quality
2007

since

AUSTRIA

GERMANY

SWITZERLAND

Wirtschaftsparkstrasse 3/4
4482 Ennsdorf
+43 (0) 7223 82 700
info@maitec.at
www.maitec.at

Grüntenstrasse 4
87789 Woringen
+49 (0) 8331 49843-0
info@maitec-armaturen.de
www.maitec-armaturen.de

+43 (0) 7223 82 700 19
info@maitec.ch
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